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Learning Goals

Through the course of this study, I will:

- Develop an in-depth understanding of, and competency with, a variety of methods, designs, and approaches to scholarly research
- Gain the ability to compare the strengths, limitations, similarities and differences of these various research traditions, including their ethical implications
- Be able to articulate the relationships between research questions, research designs, research methods, and data analysis
- Gain confidence in the ability to undertake practical research projects - such as a dissertation - and to relate concrete research decisions to professional concerns
- Learn the process for seeking funding for research projects

Working Bibliography


**LEARNING PLAN AND DEMONSTRATION OF LEARNING**

I plan to organize this formal study of Research Methods and Designs into three phases: A) Theoretical, B) Practical, and C) Reflective.

A) **Theoretical:** I will become familiar with the material in the broad Working Bibliography above, producing a select Annotated Bibliography for my own uses - uses, it turns out, which will begin before my dissertation project. This Annotated Bibliography also will include books and articles unknown to me at present, yet which research of the Working Bibliography will lead me to consult.

To complete this phase, I will write a substantial essay concerning each of the three primary research methods - Qualitative, Quantitative, and Action - detailing the various issues that currently engage scholars about these methods, including ethical concerns. I will title this essay: “Current Issues in Three Social Research Traditions.”

B) **Practical:** I will design a separate piece of research using each of the three chosen research methods: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Action. Each Design will consist of an accompanying essay in which I: 1) Create a ‘research question,’ 2) Detail the kind of design I intend to use, 3) Describe the kind of data that I will need to gather to answer this question, using this design, 4) Detail the procedures I intend to follow, showing how these procedures will generate the data I need, and 5) Describe the choices I have made in designing this research, indicating my rationale for each.
This phase will demonstrate my ability to undertake practical research and to relate concrete research decisions to the issues brought up in the readings.

C) Reflective: I will consummate this educational experience by writing a personal essay in which I reflect on the learning integrated throughout this Knowledge Area, suggesting avenues for future study, and making a note of potential funding sources in my area of interest.